
Engineered Stone Countertops Market 2019
Industry Analysis, Share, Growth, Sales,
Trends, Supply, Forecast to 2025
This report covers market characteristics, size and growth, segmentation, regional breakdowns,
competitive landscape, market shares, trends and strategies

PUNE, INDIA, October 11, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Engineered Stone downstream is varied
and exclusively Engineered Stone has assessed rapid density in several fields of Kitchen
Countertops, Facades, Bathroom, Flooring and others. Worldwide, the Engineered Stone market
is majorly lead by developing the need for Bathroom. Bathroom majors for about 35.42% of total
downstream usage of Engineered Stone in global.

Engineered Stone can be majorly segmented into Artificial Marble and Artificial Quartz which
Artificial Marble states about 88.91% of Engineered Stone market in 2017. According to our
research and hypothesis,  distributors from China are the prominent leaders in the global market
of Engineered Stone. The Engineered Stone Countertops market states firstly lead the basics
involving definitions, classifications, usage and market picture which include product
specifications;  distribution processes; cost criteria,  raw materials and so on. Then it was
hypothesized the world’s major regional market conditions, involving the product price, profit,
calibre, production, supply, usage, requirements and market development rate and forecast
period etc. In the end, the Engineered Stone Countertops market report stated new project
SWOT analysis, investment feasibility hypothesis, and investment return assessment.
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The global market is estimated to state significant development on the basis of rising
applications, so in the next coming years, Engineered Stone usage will state modification of
petite growth. In 2024 the usage of Engineered Stone is stated to be 788768 K Sq.m. On product
prices, the slow downward modification in coming years will be assessed in the future.

A countertop may be developed of several materials with various parameters of functionality,
durability, and other criteria. The countertop may have constructed appliances, or other items
resembling the intended application. The environment of Countertops industry, as well as the
distribution industry, has a great scale of differences in coming years, stated by the downward
development rate of the Chinese economy and sophisticated global economic situation. Along
with limited demand development, and more and more companies coming to this market, the
competition will be higher. In this case, the ordinary Countertops products will have low margins
of profit and sales than high stated products.

Key Players
The report has profiled various noteworthy players in the global Engineered Stone Countertops
market. This includes the analysis of various strategies adopted for expansion and an upper
hand over their rivals.
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Caesarstone
Hanwha L&C
Compac
Vicostone
Dupont
LG Hausys
Cambria
Quantra
Atlas Quartz
Santa Margherita
Quartz Master
SEIEFFE
Quarella
Lotte Advanced Materials
Zhongxun
Sinostone
Bitto(Dongguan)
OVERLAND
UVIISTONE
Polystone
Meyate
Gelandi
Baoliya
Qianyun

Global Engineered Stone Countertops Market- Segmental Analysis

By the consideration of various product types, the market is primarily split into Kitchen
Countertops, Facades, Flooring and Bathroom.

By the consideration of end-users or varied application, this report the following segments
including Kitchen Countertops, Facades, Flooring and Bathroom.

Global Engineered Stone Countertops Market- Regional Analysis

Segmentation by Regions includes North America, Europe, China, Japan, Southeast Asia and
India.

Market News-

Formation of residential properties doubled with the renovation of already stated and present
ones is supposed to be the major factor or key market leader of countertops. Also, GCC
construction contracts in relation to infrastructure, energy constitutions or sector, and buildings
reliable for more than USD 150 million in the year  2016 which is supposed to increase or rose to
about USD 170 million in 2017. Rapid population stated by increasing tourism has allured GCC
countries majorly, UAE and Qatar to enhance investment in various construction projects.
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